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Introduction

This abstract describes a computational model that cashes out the belief that metaphor interpretation is grounded
in embodied primitives. The specific task addressed is the interpretation of simple causal narratives in the domains
of Politics and Economics. The stories are taken from newspaper articles in these domains. When presented with
a pre-parsed version of these narratives as input, the system described is able to generate commonsense inferences
consistent with the input.

Recent work in Cognitive Semantics (LJ 1980; Lakoff 1994; Talmy 1985; 1987) suggests that the structure 
abstract actions (such as states, causes, purposes, means, etc.) are characterized cognitively in terms of embodied
concepts from the domains of force, motion, and space. Such observations have resulted in proposals that abstract
reason is grounded in recurring patterns of experience called/mate Schemas (Lakoff 1987). However, the work 
Cognitive Semantics lacks any computational model for such theories, and consequently such ideas cannot currently
be used in natural language understanding or problem solving systems.

This work describes an attempt to develop computational models of causal semantics based on a synthesis
of results in sensory-motor control (Kandel et al. 1991; Latash 1993; Sternberg 1978), insights from structured
connectionist systems (Feldman 1989) and linguistic research in Cognitive Semantics. Furthermore, we exploit the
fact that the deep semantics of the causal narratives are dynamic and arise from a continuous interaction between
input and memory. This enables the high degree of context sensitivity required since changing input context can
dramatically affect the correlation between input and memory and thereby the set of possible expectations, goals,
and inferences.

This abstract gives an overview of the central ideas involved in building an embodied computational model
of causal narratives. Details of the various aspects of the design and implementation and connections to the
larger Lzero language modeling project under way at UC Berkeley and ICSI can be obtained from the web site
http:://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/LZERO. A parallel submission to the workshop by Jerry Feldman and George Lakoff
entitled "Embodied Conceptual and Lexical Development" outlines the overall Lzero project including a related
effort on modeling lexical acquisition.

Motivation
Consider the following paragraph that appeared in the NYT in August, 1995.

In 1991, in response to World Bank pressure, India boldly set out on a path of liberalization. The government
loosened its strangle-hold on business, and removed obstacles to international trade. While great strides were
made in the first few years, the Government is currently stumbling in its efforts to implement the liberalization
plan.

In any interpretation of the narrative above, there are several points to be noted.

1. Institutions are conceptualized as causal agents, causes are mapped as forces, actions are mapped as motions,
and goals are mapped as states in a spatial terrain. These mappings are part of a larger composite metaphorical
mapping, referred to by Lakoff (Lakoff 1994) as the Event Structure Metaphor.

2. From the fact that the Governments/Institutions are conceptualized as agents, we note the specific causal events
that are used in the article, such as apply pressure, respond to pressure, loosen strangle-hold, remove obstacles,
stride, and stumble.
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3. More interestingly, note that some commonsense inferences that are required for interpreting the article rely on
the embodied domain of force dynamics and agent motions in space. For instance, the experiential inference
that stumbling leads ~o falling can felicitously be transferred to the abstract domain of economic policy through
a conventionalized metaphor that falling maps to failure. This enables the interpreter to conclude that the
Government is likely to fail in its liberalization plan. Many other inferences that are embodied (consider the
implications of strangle-hold).

4. While embodied inferences contribute significantly to interpretation, they are asymmetric, context-sensitive and
may be overridden by target domain knowledge. For instance, stumble =ez fall (and the corresponding metaphoric
inference of plan failure) is only a default causal inference that is made in the absence of information to the
contrary. Such an inference may be non-monotonically disabled in the face of evidence that the liberalization
plan is succeeding. As far as we know, no previous effort at modeling metaphoric interpretation has taken this
fact seriously and consequently such systems are unable to satisfactorily account for many of the known cognitive
phenomena.

Computational model

We have built a computational model that can interpret simple causal narratives including the one in Section . I
will only attempt a crude description of the interpretation process in this abstract. Further information can be
obtained from an extended paper entitled "metaphor.ps" at the Lzero web site.

The central hypothesis pursued here is that the meaning of embodied causal terms is grounded in patterns
generated by our sensory and motor systems as we interact in the world. In this theory, linguistic devices may
refer to schematized processes that recur in sensory-motor control (such as goal, periodicity, iteration, final state,
duration, and parameters such as force and effort). An X-schema is a computational model that encodes such
patterns.

Results from research on high-level sensory-motor control (Sternberg 1978; Latash 1993; Kandel et aI. 1991;
Bernstein 1967; Arbib 1992) suggest that X-schemas should be active structures capable of modeling coordinated
control programs with sequential, conditional, hierarchical and concurrent actions. They should also be capable of
modeling asynchronous event-based control with interrupts.

We have built a computational model of X-schemas that satisfies these requirements. The model is a variant of
high-level Petri Nets (Reisig 1985). Extensions include the use of parameters and individuated tokens. Details can
be obtained from the Lzero web site.

Binding from linguistic input PERSON FALLING INTO HOLE

or from other schemas

I
person> fall into <hole> (rate, aspect)

test

enable
~ complete ~

~------------~ .yes

at top

status(bound) lose control
decrease elevation
in hole

value: HIGH status(start) status(inprocess)

_-©
injured
in hole
status(completed)

Figure 1: Falling into a hole X-schema

Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the X-schema that encodes the experience of "falling into holes". When
active, the "fall into hole" X-schema executes and returns bindings that specify the state of the agent falling into
the hole. For instance, at the end of the fall, the agent is in the hole, is injured, and has a goal to get out.

X-schemas have already been shown to model a fundamental problem in interpreting expressions of abstract
aclions, namely the problem of aspecl.1 The X-schema based model of aspect, grounded in sensory-motor primitives

1Aspectual expressions in a language allow a speaker to direct attention to the internal structure of an event. For instance
the use of the progressive (as in the X-ing construction in English) focuses on the ongoing nature of the underlying process
while allowing for inferences that the process has started and that it has not yet completed. Our use of X-schemas helped us



is able to model cross-linguistic variation in aspectual expressions while resolving paradoxes and problems in model-
theoretic and other traditional accounts. An extended paper describing computational details and results of the
model of aspect can be obtained as a postscript file entitled "aspect.ps" from the Lzero site.

To extend the model to causal narrative interpretation, we assume that the reader’s epistemic state consists
of a set of features each of which can take on one of a discrete set of values with varying degrees of belief.
Our implementation uses a temporally extended probabilistie network (Pearl 1988). Linguistic input and world
knowledge jointly condition the reader’s epistemic state by clamping features to specific values.

In all further discussion, we assume the presence of a systematic correspondence across conceptual domains,
that is characterized by a fixed system of conceptual metaphors (LJ 1980; Lakoff 1994) which govern how abstract
concepts and domains are understood in terms of the more concrete and "experiential" domains. In our model,
such metaphors are first class objects that are belief net nodes capturing inter-domain constraints and correlations.
Figure 2 shows the representation of a part of the event structure metaphor.

Peace Nego6ation

I If Domain is Negodation ]
I then activam rnetaphor with I

~’~ ISA
high probability

N ’
i

transfer bindings from embodle,~
concepts to abstract cono~pts [

DOMAIN THEORY OF MOTIONS

Ste,.,.p Obstacle,
Motion ~ ,~

Figure 2: Metaphors capture systematic correlations between features of different domains. The darker a node in
the figure, the greater the strength of evidence for the relevant proposition. The situation shown depicts results
after interpreting the input "peace negotiations were stumbling".

In this model, a story represents the specification of a partial trajectory over epistemic states. The remaining
features are estimated using known inter-feature correlations as well as from domain knowledge which are modeled
by X-schemas.

In Figure 2, we see that the two domains of relevance, namely negotiation processes and spatial motions have
their own causal theories. For instance, in the domain of spatial motion, we may expect that the presence of a
specific type of obstacle while executing a step may cause the mover to stumble. Thus the concept of stumbling is
encoded by the X-schema for stumble. When activated, the X-schema for stumble returns the embodied bindings
that specify that an ongoing step is interrupted, and that this may result in a lack of balance.

Stumbling may cause a fall. We represent this as the conditional probability of a a fall occurring given the
observation that someone is stumbling. The domain theories are of different densities. In our current implementation
the domain theory of the abstract domain (negotiation) is relatively sparse, whereas the embodied domain has 
fairly dense structure. Specific features and values from the motion domain have a conventional interpretation in
the domain of negotiations (such as falling is failure). This implies whenever the fall feature is activated in the
context of a negotiation process, the fail feature is activated. Thus the concept stumbling, which has no direct
projection onto the domain of negotiations, is nevertheless interpretable in this context as interrupting an ongoing
process of negotiation and causing an increased chance of failure.

For example table 1 illustrates the I/O behavior of the implemented system with a simple example. The input
to the system is a set of abstract features resulting from a parse. Certain linguistic features, such as aspect are also
modeled but omitted from the current discussion.

Comprehending a story corresponds to finding the set of trajectories that satisfy the constraints of the story
and are consistent with the world knowledge. This may involve filling in missing values for the abstract domain
features, as well as inferring values for unmentioned abstract domain features implied by the story. The most

solve an outstanding problem in Aspect which relates to how the inherent aspect of a verb (such as the inherent iterativity of
the verb tap) interacts with grammaticalized aspect such as the X-ing construction to produce the proper inferences (tapping
involves repeated taps, in contrast to climbing or walking).
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Table 1: Input is a set of story features

Story Features resulting from parse
In 1995, peace negotiations were stumbling Domain = Negotiation

X-SCHEMA = stumble(Negotiation))
Now they have completely failed Negotiation-result = fail

probable trajectory can then be retrieved as the most likely explanation of the story. Features with highly selective
posterior distributions are likely to be present in the recall of the story.

The first input of the story above activates the conventional metaphors Interrupting a motion MAPS TO Inter-
rupting a plan and Falling MAPS TO Plan Failure. The X-schema for stumble activates the interrupt to a step
node in the embodied domain of spatial motions, The source domain theory in Figure 2 shows how stumble and
fall are related causally. Thus at this stage, the following inferences are made

1. The background context to the story is that the peace negotiations were ongoing in 1995. This comes from the
stumble X-schema which requires that a step be ongoing.

2. The first utterance conveys that peace talks are interrupted. Thus comes from executing the embodied domain
X-schema that encodes stumble => interruption of the step; combined with the metaphor Motion interrupt maps
to Process/plan interrupt.

3. Negotiations are likely to fail (from source domain theory as mentioned above).

The first inference is interesting, since context for the story is set by the embodied encoding that stumbling
corresponds to interrupting a step. As far as we know, no previous model of metaphor has been able to generate
such context-setting inferences.

Of course, many possible X-schema bindings, especially those that don’t activate any conventional metaphor
are invalid are thus have no impact on the agent’s epistemic state. An example of such an inference is the source
domain inference (stumble ::~ loosing balance.) Thus the inferences that are actually made are context-sensitive
and depend on the target domain and the associated set of metaphoric maps.

The second input directly activates the target domain feature of failure, reinforcing the belief established by the
first sentence. Note that if observed evidence was to the contrary (say the continuation was "Now they have resumed
again"), the earlier inference/belief would be retracted non-monotonically in the normal course of processing.

The result of comprehending the story is a complete trajectory where values for features comprising the reader’s
epistemic state include some inferred from X-schema execution including some that are present in the linguistic
input at certain times, but re-estimated for other times. In the case of the simple narrative referred to in Table 1,
the following features are inferred as a result of the interpretation process.

Table 2: Inference using world knowledge results in new information

Feature i = 0 i-- 1 i---- 2 i= 3
X-SCHEMA:stumble(N) f t f f
negotiation status active interrupted ceased ceased
negotiation result fail(.5) fail(.8) fail(l) fail(l)

Note that the state variables for the various entities of interest at the stage i = 0 corresponds to the prior or
background knowledge. Some of these variables may be set by the kind of context-setting inferences that were
outlined earlier. In general, the features of interest may correspond to linguistic as well as world knowledge.

Conclusion
This abstract describes a new model for modeling the understanding of narratives such as newspaper stories
involving political or economic causation. The central novel ideas investigated are

1. A computational model of narrative understanding by metaphoric mapping from abstract domains, such as
politics and economics to the concrete and embodied spatial domain.

2. Representation of the epistemic state as a temporally extended belief net that allows for a single system to be
query answering, generative and capable of counterfactual reasoning.

3. The grounding of the deep semantics of the abstract causal terms in body-based active models.
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